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Franz Boas and the Missionary Exhibit

Erin Hasinoff, Bard Graduate Center & the American Museum of Natural History

In standard histories of anthropology, Franz Boas' time at the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) is characterized by his study and installation of Northwest Coast culture. Although his ethnological research and curatorial activities were defined by an American focus, there were other loci of interest to him that are less familiar. His direction of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition (1897–1902) and the little-known East Asiatic Committee (1900–1905) demonstrates that he was eager to expand the museum's geographic representation and production of ethnological knowledge to Asia (cf. Freed, Freed and Williamson 1988; Kendall 2009 [1998]; Kendall and Krupnik 2003). American anthropology at this time is usually described as having been principally concerned with "establishing the relationships between various tribal groups of Indians, in tracing their history and origin and in determining their antiquity in the New World" (Shapiro 1953: 6; and see Berkhofer 1978; Darnell 1998). This short piece explores a further and previously overlooked facet of Boas' work at the museum: his engagement with a haphazard collection of quotidian artifacts, the "Missionary Exhibit" (Cole 2001: 29; Hasinoff 2008). The exhibit gives material form to Boas' awkward rapport with missionaries in extending the scope of anthropology beyond the study of Native North America.

The contents of the Missionary Exhibit were gathered for and displayed at the Ecumenical Conference on Foreign Missions and then transferred to and reinstall at the AMNH in 1900.2 Boas described the disoriented and poorly documented collection that arrived at the museum as "very fragmentary" with "many gaps" and he encouraged missionaries to "gradually elaborate it in a systematic manner" (Boas to Jesup, 10 May 1900, BM, AMNH; Boas to Hall, 23 December 1899, ME, AMNH). The collection gave him the opportunity to establish relationships with missionaries, who, with proper directives, could amass comprehensive collections for the museum from areas like Burma, which were previously peripheral to the thrust of his own research and AMNH sponsored expeditions. The exhibit complicates the history of anthropology in the early twentieth century. Because Boas was a leading advocate for the professionalization of the discipline, he is usually seen to have worked to define anthropology against the practices of missionaries and other amateur ethnologists (Darnell 1970). Tracing Boas' unrecognized, if not hidden role, in the collection's history demonstrates how he realized one aspect of his broad comparativist project by establishing ties to missionaries, which enabled him to place the ethnology of Asia in a comparative framework. The history of the

---

1 Laurel Kendall, Ira Jacknis, Lynn Meskell, Nan Rothschild, Rubie Watson, Robert Oppenheim, Gray Tuttle, and Paige West gave invaluable comments on earlier versions of this piece. Ruth Tonkiss Cameron in The Burke Library Archives (Columbia University Libraries), Union Theological Seminary, New York guided me through the holdings of the Missionary Research Library, Paul Beelitz, John Hanson, Kristen Mable, and Belinda Kaye in the Division of Anthropology Collections and Archives; and Barbara Mathé in Special Collections, American Museum of Natural History assisted me in locating the Missionary Exhibit's contents and related accession and correspondence records. This piece is a summary of Hasinoff (2010). For further elaboration see Hasinoff (forthcoming).

2 Catalogue 1, the AMNH manuscript catalogue, lists the accession as the "Missionary Exhibit" (AMNH accession 1900-31), taking its name from its installation at the ECFM. Throughout this piece, I refer to it interchangeably as an exhibit, an accession and a collection.
Burmese portion of the Missionary Exhibit serves as a characteristic and early case study for Asian and missionary contexts of collecting.

The Ecumenical Conference on Foreign Missions & the Missionary Exhibit

The Ecumenical Conference on Foreign Missions (21 April to 1 May 1900) brought together 200,000 Protestants to view their collective contributions to the global advancement of Christendom in the twentieth century (Forman 1982: 54). Invitations were sent to all known missionaries, and 2,500 persons from 162 missionary societies served as official representatives, offering vivid testimonials about their labors abroad from the stage of Carnegie Hall and the pulpits of neighboring churches (ECFM 1900). Historians describe the conference as a popular religious event—the largest in American history devoted at once to stimulating curiosity, educating communities about foreign fields, and demonstrating the shared progress of world missions (Askew 2000).

According to an article in the New York Times that documented the highlights of the conference, “the most complete missionary exhibit ever to be assembled” dramatically depicted the colorful sights of missions (1900a: 7). The Missionary Exhibit was displayed for the duration of the conference just blocks from Carnegie Hall at the Episcopal Parish House of the Church of Zion and St. Timothy. Its objects were arranged geographically, occupying three floors of the church. As a reconstruction of foreign missions, it comprised “two classes” of display: the first included photographs and objects representing the home activities of participating evangelical boards, and the second contained “missionary curios,” photographs, models and scriptures illustrating the subjects, surroundings and work of foreign missions (ECFM 1899).

The “missionary curios”—“lotus shoes,” “idols,” “fetishes,” and “pagan material medica”—were arranged in courts (or alcoves) depicting the life of virtually every Protestant mission field: North America, Latin America, Oceania, Japan and Formosa; Korea, China and dependencies; Siam, Laos and the Malay Archipelago; Burma and Assam; India and Ceylon; Turkey and Persia; Syria, Egypt and Arabia; Africa and Madagascar. Mediating the displays were “heads of courts” (docents or stewards), who masqueraded as native people from these exotic locales (Missionary Review of the World 1900: 473). By all accounts, the exhibition rendered “more complete and profitable the sessions of the Ecumenical Conference” (Exhibit Committee 1899). In its pomp and pageantry it belonged to turn of the century visual culture of world’s fairs, industrial exhibitions and museums.

The Circular and the American Baptist Mission Press, Rangoon

A year before the conference, the Exhibit Committee—comprised of retired Protestant missionaries and leaders in the missionary movement—formed to gather a collection that would present the progress of mission work and the foreign places in which it was advancing (Standard 1900:10 [1144]; Exhibit Committee 1899). The Missionary Exhibit was to serve as both a sober public assessment of the progress of missions and a vehicle for propaganda. A circular that was sent to 800 participating missionaries and 500 Protestant societies
outlined the proposed scheme of the display, and solicited donated objects, photographs, models of native and mission homes, and religious texts (Exhibit Committee ibid.). The committee intended its directives to provide the conference with the most complete missionary collection in North America, imagining that the material efforts and output of evangelism might be presented under a single church roof. The Missionary Exhibit was to be the cornerstone of the exhibition.

The Exhibit Committee's circular arrived at the American Baptist Mission press in Rangoon. In September of that year, the principal weekly newspaper for Baptist missionaries in Burma, the News, published a brief description of the conference and an urgent appeal for missionaries to contribute to the exhibit in little over one month (see Cushing et al. 1899: 3). Widely distributed, the newspaper was the most efficient means to put out a call for objects and to encourage cooperation among missionaries. Without time to orchestrate a centralized effort at gathering a collection representative of the Burmese field, the coordinators asked that contributions be sent directly to the press; from there they would be packed and shipped to New York.

While the press in Burma collaborated with the committee, the actual work of collecting and recording the artifacts was not accomplished to the degree that the New York exhibit organizers hoped. Although the press expedited a call for objects, two shipments of poorly documented artifacts arrived after the conference. Nevertheless, Burma still occupied a place in the Burma-Assam Court; missionaries on furlough and those residing in New York loaned personal mementoes from the field, thus filling in some of the exhibit's gaps.

An Incomplete Collection

Although the Exhibit Committee explained in its circular that the purpose of the exhibition was to offer a complete picture of foreign mission life, a jumble of things was hastily gathered. The contributed objects varied with the constraints of each missionary society as well as the missionaries who responded to the committee's collecting instructions (for example, limits of time, expenditure, and transportation). The missionaries who contributed to the exhibition had different commitments to collecting, as well as different ideas about what should be gathered. The geographic location, name (in English and native languages), production, morphology, use and function of each object were, for the most part, left unrecorded (cf. Lawson 1994: 64; Gardner 2006: 130). In the two weeks before the exhibit was mounted, members of the committee struggled with "listing and labeling the heterogeneous mass" (Langdon to Winser, 7 April 1900, AMNH).

Despite its incompleteness, all accounts reported that the Missionary Exhibit enchanted New Yorkers. From the beginning, the committee realized the potential of the exhibit for educating a domestic audience about missions, and

---

1 Adoniram Judson was the first American missionary to labor abroad, establishing Burma as a foundational mission field in 1813. Throughout the nineteenth century Burma was seen as the inaugural field of foreign missionization, and at the center of the geography of American missions (Brackney 1998: 126).

2 Beginning in 1888, the News kept American Baptist missionaries in Burma updated on the lives of their coadjutors, providing information about the opening of mission stations, as well as the arrivals, departures, births and deaths of missionaries and their family members.
sought a lasting venue for the collection: “It is intended that the present exhibit shall not vanish, but that it shall find a permanent place here” (New York Times 1900b: 1).\(^5\) And Boas noticed the enchantment and scholarly potential of the exhibit. Five months prior to the conference, in January, the committee incorporated itself as the Christian Missions Museum and Library (CMMML); it cooperated with the AMNH in displaying and enlarging the collection, in receiving missionary collections, and in maintaining a library of domestic and foreign publications illustrating mission work (Christian Missions Museum and Library 1900–1914).

**An Exhibit of Curios from Asia**

A week and a half after the conference, Boas accessioned the 1,657 objects\(^6\) and set to work sifting through, making sense of, and arranging them in the eastern building of the museum.\(^7\) Recognizing the Missionary Exhibit’s strengths, and optimistic that the exhibit could be a stimulus for future missionary collecting efforts in the East, he reinstalled it as “chiefly an exhibit of curios from Asia.”\(^8\) Museum visitors encountered Asia—Japan, Korea, China, India and so on—around the circumference of the gallery; in the gallery’s center were displayed objects from Africa, the Malay Archipelago and Java (New York Times 1900c: 2). He arranged the collection first according to cultures and then categorically to cover the “dominant features” of the represented peoples (ibid.). Boas strove to stimulate wonder, just as the Missionary Exhibit had, while doing so for a different audience and with a different purpose. His articulated organizing principle was the “anthropology and ethnology” of foreign geographies. References to the “mission field” were quietly erased. The organization of the temporary exhibition, which was displayed for nearly a year, conformed to the museum’s style, emphasizing geographical sequence.\(^9\)

**The East Asiatic Committee**

The Missionary Exhibit arrived when the Jesup Expedition, and its ethnological mapping of the people of the Americas from Siberia down the Northwest Coast, gave the museum “its first foothold outside of our continent”. As Laurel Kendall (2009 [1998]) has shown, the museum’s newly formed East Asiatic Committee (EAC, 1900–1905) actively discussed the institution’s “successive steps” in Asia (Boas 1974 [1901]: 287; Boas to Schiff, 31 January 1901, EAC, AMNH; see also Cole 1985: 214; 2001; Stocking 1992: 98–99). The museum’s correspondence files indicate that the East Asia Committee gave Boas the opportunity to extend

---

\(^5\) As with industrial expositions and world’s fairs, there was a tension between the striking short-term impact of the Missionary Exhibit, and finding a long-term home for it (cf. Breckenridge 1989: 195; Greenhalgh 1988: 1). For example, the artifacts displayed in Putnam’s anthropological exhibition (Department M) at the Chicago Columbian Exposition of 1893 became the founding collection of the Field Museum.

\(^6\) This number is derived from the AMNH Advanced Research Database (ARD) (http://anthro.amnh.org) and does not include artifacts that were lost or deaccessioned.

\(^7\) Due to issues of space, the Missionary Exhibit was temporarily accommodated in a gallery allocated to the museum’s Department of Zoology (AMNH 1901: 19).

\(^8\) Prior to 1900 the AMNH amassed artifacts from Asia from museum-sponsored expeditions: 54 artifacts from Sumatra from Rudolph Weber (AMNH acc. 1895-50), 80 objects from Arthur Curtiss James form Japan and 1,312 objects from Berthold Laufer from Japan (1898-36, 1898-51, 1900-12) and Siberia (1900-12). These totals are derived from the AMNH Advanced Research Database (ARD).

\(^9\) Although the Missionary Exhibit was installed there for almost a year, neither the Division of Anthropology nor Special Collections, AMNH hold any photographs of it.
his ethnological research and collecting activities beyond the Jesup Expedition, as well as to draw the museum closer to Columbia University, where he had held a joint appointment since 1896. With American commerce and political interaction expanding in Asia, Boas had an “Oriental School,” or an “East Asiatic Department,” in mind for Columbia, which would be the first in the country. In its initial work, the committee gave him the means to establish an East Asian study collection at the museum and a library at the University that would form the basis for instruction of cultures of East Asia (Boas 1974 [1903]: 295). Boas anticipated that the “museum collections and a library on the subject would serve as an object-lesson illustrating the product and mode of life of people of Eastern Asia” (Boas to Jesup, 7 January 1901, EAC, AMNH). He expected that specialists at Columbia, who had conducted ethnological research for the museum, could train students in anthropology, diplomacy and business for work in Asia (Boas 1974 [1903]: 295). Thus, the committee would join Columbia and the AMNH, placing the programs under Boas’ direct control and producing close cooperation between the two institutions.

Donors and Surrogate Collectors

The museum’s documentation of the Missionary Exhibit specifically demonstrates how Boas capitalized on the success of the Ecumenical Conference on Foreign Missions to extend the AMNH’s nascent East Asian ethnological research and collecting interests. During the conference, he met eagerly with missionaries about donating and collecting objects for the museum (Boas to Jesup, 5–6 October 1900, BM, AMNH). He also became acquainted with donors like Sarah Doremus, who had inherited a large collection of “curios” from Burma, China, India and Japan from her mother (also Sarah Doremus [1802–1877]). In 1861, the senior Doremus was the founding president of the first women’s missionary sending board, the non-denominational Woman’s Union Missionary Society (Hardesty 2003: 107; Tucker 1988: 100). That Doremus was persuaded to donate forty objects to the museum between 1900 and 1901 demonstrates how

10Boas’ interest in broadening the AMNH’s scope can be traced to his work at the Field Museum, Chicago. While overseeing the installation of the anthropological displays at the Field in 1894, following the close of the Columbian Exposition, he remarked that the Indian materials predominated to an undesirable degree, with four fifths of the collection belonging to America, and the remainder to all other continents (Conn 1998: 80–81). His observation reflects an emergent tension in American anthropology, where by the end of the century, anthropologists began to see the whole world as a field study (ibid.; see also Boas 1907: 925-926).
11As George W. Stocking, Jr. has observed, Boas’ practical goals of strengthening the position of anthropology at Columbia were wed to an “ethical purpose” of understanding the subjects of an expansive American imperialism in their own terms (1992: 99).
12The EAC fit neatly with his vision for anthropology in New York, which involved a very close cooperation between Columbia and the American Museum. Boas did not have the resources or the personnel to carry out the systematic research and teaching program he envisioned. Many of his efforts to build an harmonized institutional framework for the university and the museum fell through (Darnell1998: 245).
13This resonates with his experiences of world’s fairs, such as the Columbian Exposition of 1893, which were not only sites for procuring collections but also for establishing alliances to make collections (Penny 2002: 59). Missionary exhibitions have yet to be considered as valuable sites for amassing collections but are not less critical to understanding the variety of ways in which anthropology museums gathered collections at the turn of the century.
14After hearing Ellen Mason, a charismatic Baptist missionary from Burma, speak of the needs of Burmese women, Doremus founded the society and Burma became the initial field where the WUMS sent its missionaries (Daggett 1879: 194). She assisted missionaries by providing hospitality, outfits, money, correspondence and psychological support (Kraft 2000: 1022; Robert 1998: 183-184).
Boas cobbled together an Asian collection from areas peripheral to museum sponsored collecting activities (AMNH acc. 1900–41, 1901–49). For him, the potential of such fragmentary donations must have been clear: the possibility of "keeping alive the interest of missionaries and missionary societies in further developing the collections" (Boas to Jesup, 5 October 1900, BM, AMNH).

But Boas went further than acquiring collections already in New York. At the Ecumenical Conference, he also interviewed missionaries on furlough who would return to Asia. He solicited their help, and directed their collection of ethnological materials for the museum. From his experience working on the Northwest Coast, he was well aware of the contributions that "surrogate collectors"—such as merchants, missionaries and native informants who had not been trained in the rigors of anthropology—could make to the museum when they acceded to collecting according to anthropological directions (Jacknis, personal communication, 2007; 1991). He wrote to Morris K. Jesup, the President of the AMNH, explaining his desires: "I beg to suggest that an effort be made to supplement the collections now obtained from Corea, Burmah, and from India... I think it is very desirable to take up this matter before the interest of the missionaries begins to flag" (Boas to Jesup, 10 May 1900, BM, AMNH). As a result of Boas' meetings, Rev. C.C. Vinton, a missionary affiliated with the Presbyterian Missionary Board, went on to furnish the museum with its founding Korean holdings (Boas to Jesup, 10 May 1900, BM, AMNH; Kendall n.d.). Boas gave Vinton clear instructions about how to gather "a complete collection covering the whole life of the people of Korea" (Kendall n.d.), which he anticipated would be an important addition to the museum and complement Berthold Laufer's collections from Japan and Siberia (cf. Boas to Jesup, 10 May 1900, BM, AMNH; Boas 1974 [1903]: 294).

A Study Collection for Missionaries

Roughly a year after the AMNH accessioned the Missionary Exhibit, Boas articulated that he had something greater in mind for the objects' future installation than the germinal exhibition of Asian ethnology he previously arranged in space assigned to the zoological department. Concerned with developing good anthropology, he also cared about cultivating a public and recognized that the exhibit proved to be of "great interest" in attracting "the attention of thousands to the self-sacrificing work of Christians" (Boas to Jesup, 22 December 1900, ME, AMNH). In a letter to the Christian Missions Museum and Library, he wrote that the best use of the Missionary Exhibit would be in a "special room to be set apart from collections illustrating the activities of missions" (Boas to Maitland, 28 October 1901, BM, AMNH). Boas planned to

---

15A survey of the AMNH accession records reveals the names of several missionaries who made substantial contributions in the years following the ECFM: Albert G. Lea from Liberia (AMNH acc. 1901–34), John W. Chapman from Alaska (1902-31, 1903-35, 1905-36), William A. Raff from the Congo (1902-35) and C.C. Vinton from Korea (1901-78, 1904-16, 1906-20, 1907-6, 1908-32).
16Between 1900 and 1901 the museum appointed 1000 dollars to acquire collections from missionaries C.C. Vinton in Korea (AMNH acc. 1901-79) and from William Rau in the Lower Congo (1902-35).
17From the beginning of his relationship with the CMMC, Boas suggested that missionaries collect duplicates. His particular interest in acquiring duplicates lay in amassing a parallel collection of objects that could be loaned to parties who wished to use them for educational purposes (illustrated lectures, Sunday school talks or missionary exhibitions) (Boas to Beach 11 April 1901, BM, AMNH; 13 April 1901, ME, AMNH). Here duplicates functioned not to ensure the representation of the range of variation of a single artifact type, or with the view of
reinstall the eclectic exhibit as a study series. Elsewhere, he emphasized that the use of such study collections would appeal to audiences with more "special questions" such as "high-school students, teachers, artists, missionaries, those interested in special trades, in general historical questions, etc." (Boas 1974 [1905]: 298; my emphasis). Directed specifically at missionaries, the reinstalled Missionary Exhibit was to serve an educational purpose in the tripartite scheme of "entertainment," "education" and "research" that Boas envisioned for public anthropology museums (Boas 1907).

While the initial agreement between the AMNH and the Christian Missions Museum and Library stipulated that the former would maintain a permanent exhibition, and that the latter would provide the necessary funds and the missionaries to augment the collection, little progress was made. To Boas’ dismay, he had become responsible for cataloging, labeling, sorting, lending and developing the collection by 1901. From then until 1905, the AMNH accession records show that he persistently wrote to the Christian Missions Museum and Library (renamed the Bureau of Missions in 1902), explaining that an instructive exhibit could not be made out of the extant missionary collection without subsidization and missionary involvement (Boas to Maitland, 28 September 1901, BM; 13 April 1903, ME, AMNH). Tensions grew as he came to realize that his own interests in expanding the museum’s comparative, and specifically, Asian, ethnological collections would never be met. Boas’ frustrations with coordinating collecting activities and requesting funding eventually brought cooperative work to a standstill.

Although Boas’ long-term plans for the study collection did not come to fruition during his time at the AMNH, he raised the issue again with the Bureau of Missions shortly before his resignation in 1905. The museum’s correspondence files show that in 1904, the Methodist Episcopal Church contacted him about the possibility of showcasing the complete Missionary Exhibit at its annual meeting in Los Angeles. As a result of this renewed interest in the collection, Boas raised the issue of the exhibit’s fate. When he replaced Boas as curator of ethnology in 1905, Clark Wissler undertook a thorough revision of the haphazard collection; he also entered into dialogue with the bureau about the exhibit, intent on making the museum’s study collections serve a didactic purpose in public education (Wissler to Bumpus, 26 October 1905, ME, AMNH; see also Jacknis 2004: 228). As a result, the bureau transferred funds to the museum to expand it. While Wissler defined the anthropology department as an “exclusively American department” (Kendall 1998), his correspondence reveals that he appealed to Vinton to round out the museum’s Korean holdings. Taking up Boas’ dedication to amassing materials from regions marginally represented by the museum, he also acquired artifacts from a missionary, purchasing a collection of Burmese

---

exchanging surplus with museums eager to fill in collections gaps (Boas 1974 [1887]: 63; O’Hanlon 2000: 27), but so that materials might be loaned to the public with less concern about their proper handling than objects that formed the museum’s core collections.

3During Jesup’s tenure, ample study collections were added to the museum to accommodate visitors interested in more specific questions (Brown 1919: 178).
Nevertheless, Boas’ initial dream of a comprehensive East Asian teaching collection was left largely unfulfilled.

Conclusion

Considered alongside the work of the Jesup Expedition and the East Asiatic Committee, the fragmentary Missionary Exhibit shows that pre-World War One American anthropology was not a regional pursuit confined to the ethnology of Native Americans. Its collection history underscores Boas’ concern that “in American museums the mass of material consists almost everywhere of collections from North America,” and where there is “material from other continents [it] is very inadequately represented” (Boas 1907: 925-926). The exhibit further demonstrates the sustained importance of missionaries, as donors and surrogate collectors, in augmenting the AMNH’s geographical reach at a time when the discipline is thought to have set itself apart from amateur ethnology. By advancing his own extraterritorial interests, and through his cooperative plan for developing an East Asian study collection, Boas expanded the museum’s research and holdings. In so doing, he aligned the museum with Columbia and established resources for what would later become a thriving Asian studies program. Although Boas’ ambitions for the Missionary Exhibit were not met, his reliance on missionary collecting set the tone for post-World War One ethnological research, which further diversified the subject matter of American anthropology and the AMNH’s holdings. This engagement also points us toward several questions that remain unanswered: Was Boas’ reliance on missionaries in expanding the museum’s Asian holdings merely opportunistic? How did his ties to missionaries influence the trajectory of the professionalization of the discipline, and the practices of museum anthropology? What impact did the false starts of the East Asiatic Committee and the museum’s relationship with the Christian Missions Museum and Library have on Asian studies? Alas, this chapter of Boasian anthropology remains overshadowed by the alluring totem poles and the signature life-groups of the museum’s landmark Northwest Coast Hall.
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Wenner-Gren Foundation Symposium held in Teresópolis, Brazil, March 5-12, 2010. Susan Lindee, University of Pennsylvania

An international group of historians of science played a key role in a Wenner-Gren Foundation Symposium held in Teresópolis, Brazil, March 5-12, 2010. Wenner-Gren has long sponsored these remarkable retreats, which over the last seventy years have been attended by virtually every significant anthropologist in the world, and by many biologists, chemists, philosophers, and other scientists and scholars. Participants at each symposium sign a massive book, adding to the signatures already there of Louis Leakey, Jane Goodall, Margaret Mead, Gregory Bateson, Claude Levi-Strauss, Theodosius Dobzhansky, Sherwood Washburn, Luca Cavalli-Sforza and many other well-known figures in the history of science. For the historians at the Teresópolis symposium this spring, studying and signing this book was a special treat. It was also a pleasure for us to work together with the assembled anthropologists as we thought about the history of the field and its future.

I co-organized this meeting, along with the Brazilian biological anthropologist Ricardo Ventura Santos, a friend and colleague whom I first met eleven years ago at another Wenner-Gren Symposium that was also held at the Hotel Rosa dos Ventos in Teresópolis. Ricardo and I have both worked on the history of genetics and anthropological research among isolated South American groups, and we saw an opportunity to develop some comparative perspectives on biological anthropology more generally, with attention to international case studies and to discipline building. “The Biological Anthropology of Modern Human Populations: World Histories, National Styles and International Networks” brought together anthropologists, science studies scholars, and historians of science, and will result in a special issue of Current Anthropology, which Ricardo and I will co-edit.

The meeting included papers focusing on a range of national contexts. Warwick Anderson of the University of Sydney looked at how American anthropologists drew on Hawaii as a field laboratory for race crossing and hybridity in the 1920s and later. Gonçalo Duro Santos, a research fellow in anthropology at the London School of Economics and Political Science, contributed a paper on the rise of anthropology in late imperial Portugal. The Max Planck Institute for the History of Science’s Veronika Lipphardt presented account of German physical anthropology that provided a way of seeing connections between pre-war and post-war population genetics. University of Oslo historian Jon Royne Kyllingstad looked at Norwegian interpretations of Sami skulls, and ideas about a master race, and a graduate student at the University of Pennsylvania, Perrin Selcer, provided an analysis of the Unesco race statements and the conflicted participation of biological anthropologists in their creation. Jon Marks, a biological anthropologist at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte who doubles as a historian and science studies scholar, traced the origins of anthropological genetics, and Betty Smocovitis of the University of Florida explored how anthropologists engaged with the evolutionary synthesis, and with mainstream biology. University of Queensland historian Morris Low’s study of the
interpretation of Ainu remains in Japanese anthropology intersected with several other papers that looked at collections, the relationships between living and ancestral populations, and the roles of biological ideas about populations in nationalism and colonialism. Jenny Reardon, of University of California Santa Cruz, brought the story up to date with an exploration, co-written with Kimberly TaillBear (who did not attend the symposium), of genomics, biological materials and Native American populations. Gisli Pálsson, of the University of Iceland, provided a critical perspective on the commercialization of DNA, in his discussion of personal genomics and deCode in Iceland. Also participating in the conference was University of Pennsylvania PhD candidate Joanna Radin, who played the traditional graduate student role of conference monitor, keeping track of the timing so that future historians (should they ever wish to listen to the recordings!) can find the points in the conference when the issues they care about came up for discussion. Radin's own research, fortuitously, focuses on the history of biological collecting and the many uses of stored and frozen blood.

The opportunity to spend time with a group of remarkable scientists and anthropologists was much appreciated by the historians. Some of the most important figures in biological anthropology were in attendance, including the President of the Wenner-Gren Foundation Leslie Aiello, who works on human evolution; Noel Cameron of Loughborough University in the UK, whose long-term studies of nutrition in post-apartheid South Africa proved to be central to our discussions; Clark Larsen of Ohio State, a past-editor of the American Journal of Physical Anthropology; the primatologist and key participant in ethical debates Trudy Turner of the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Alan Morris of the University of Cape Town who taught us about categories of political, biological and social identity in South Africa; and Michael Little, of Binghamton University, a population biologist who developed a comprehensive historical account of his field for this meeting. Also participating were Rachel Watkins of American University, who presented her compelling work on how African-American skeletal remains have been studied by anthropologists; Ann Kakaliouras of Whittier College whose study of the impact of repatriation on practices in physical anthropology became a touchstone for many discussions; and the anthropologist Jean-François Véran, of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, who provided critical, much-appreciated commentary as a cultural anthropologist with particular interests in conceptions of race. Laurie Obbink, of Wenner-Gren, was a source of crucial logistical and planning support, and consistent good cheer.

History of Anthropology at the American Anthropological Association, November 17-21, 2010. Kevin A. Yelvington, University of South Florida

The theme of the 109th Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association, held November 17-21, 2010 in New Orleans, was "Circulation." The framers of this theme invited attendees to think of shifting boundaries and zones of passage, networks of various kinds, to think of how movement is an organizing trope for anthropological sensibilities, and to (re)consider the increasingly circulating concept of culture. Participants were also asked to address how this theme articulated with temporal horizons. And just as there were plentiful references to "new ethnographies" of "mobilities," "circulation," and "border crossings," addressing the overall theme meant that there were a number of
panels on the history of anthropology as well. Some panels showed that the concerns of the early practitioners are relevant today. There was a panel on "Historical Perspectives in Anthropology" organized by Beatriz Morales of Morris Brown College that featured Morales's paper on Zora Neale Hurston's work and its applicability to the study of Afro-Cuban espiritismo in today's New Orleans (where the AAA met), and Melinda Kanner's paper "The Anthropology of the Show: Boas at the Fair, Gates on Television — Performing and Visualizing Identity." Also on the panel was Nehemia Stern's paper "Rabbi Edgar E. Siskin: Assimilation, Resistance, and the Locus of Culture in Early American Anthropology." Given Hurston's connections with New Orleans, there was the panel "She Wore Many Hats: Zora Neale Hurston and the Making of Black, Feminist, and Diasporic Anthropology," jointly sponsored by the Association of Black Anthropologists, Association for Feminist Anthropology, and the Society for Humanistic Anthropology, and organized by Andrea Abrams of Centre College and Riché Barnes of Smith College. This panel featured papers such as Manissa Maharawal's "Zora Neale Hurston: Writing Alternative Ethnographies," A. Lynn Bolles's "Pet Negroes, Class and Color Theorizing of Zora Neale Hurston," and Indigo Bethea's "Hurston, Dunham and the Future of Anthropology." Other Boasians came under focus in my own panel "The History of Anthropology in History of Science Perspective," sponsored by the American Ethnological Society, the General Anthropology Division, and the Society for Cultural Anthropology, and featuring papers by Gerald Sullivan on Margaret Mead, Reo Fortune, and Gregory Bateson, my own paper on Melville Herskovits, and John Gilkeson, Jr.'s paper on Alfred Kroeber's and Eric Wolfe's historiographies. The panel "Native Voices, Disciplined Practices, Self-Determination in Ethnographic Representation by American Indian Anthropologists Past and Present" was organized by Bernard Perley and Joallyn Archambault and featured papers by Archambault on Ella Deloria and Beatrice Medicine, by George Abrams entitled "Arthur Caswell Parker, Seneca Anthropologist," and by Garrick Bailey "Cultural Anthropology and the Vanishing Indian." The 2010 Stocking Symposium in the History of Anthropology was organized by Maria Lepowsky and Paul Shamkman and featured papers by Robert Carneiro on Herbert Spencer, Helen Gardner on "James Ngunaitponi's Kinship," Regina Darnell on "The Linguistic Rhizome in Americanist/Boasian Anthropology," Robert Adlam's paper on James A. Teit, Donald McVicker's on Frederick Starr and Roy Barton, Aaron Glass's on Boas, museum work, and archives, and Margaret Bodemer's paper on Vietnamese ethnology, among others. Darnell and Frederic Gleach organized the panel "Ethnographic Writing and its Discontents." There were a number of panels throughout the conference that honored influential anthropologists and teachers, living and dead. These included entire panels with papers devoted to the work of Norman Yoffee, Michael Kearney, Esther Newton, Conrad Kottak, Hans and Judith Maria Buechler, Karen McCarthy Brown, David Maybury-Lewis, Timothy Earle, Michel-Rolph Trouillot, Robert Rhoades, William Kelly, and Susan D. Greenbaum. Readers interested in searching the entire program may go to http://www.aaanet.org/meetings/program/.
FUNDING OPPORTUNITY

Funding available from the American Philosophical Society
The application deadline for both of these awards is March 1, 2011.

Phillips Fund for Native American Research
The Phillips Fund provides grants for research in Native American linguistics, ethnohistory, and the history of studies of Native Americans, in the continental United States and Canada. The grants are intended for such costs as travel, tapes, films, and consultants' fees but not for the purchase of books or permanent equipment. The committee prefers to support the work of younger scholars who have received the doctorate. Applications are also accepted from graduate students for research on masters theses or doctoral dissertations. The average award is about $2,500; grants do not exceed $3,500. Grants are given for one year following the date of the award.

For further details and application instructions, please visit:
www.amphilsoc.org/grants/phillips or contact Linda Musumeci, Director of Grants and Fellowships, at LMusumeci@amphilsoc.org, or 215-440-3429.

Library Resident Research Fellowships
The Library offers short-term residential fellowships for conducting research in its collections. We are a leading international center for research in the history of American science and technology and its European roots, as well as early American history and culture.

Applicants may be holders of the Ph.D. or its equivalent, Ph.D. candidates who have passed their preliminary examinations, or independent scholars.

Applicants in any relevant field of scholarship may apply. Candidates who live 75 or more miles from Philadelphia receive some preference. A stipend of $2,000 per month is awarded for a minimum of one month and a maximum of three months.

For further details and application instructions, please visit
www.amphilsoc.org/grants/resident.htm or contact LibFellows@amphilsoc.org or 215-440-3443.

Library of the American Philosophical Society
105 S. Fifth Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106

NEW HISTORICAL RESOURCES

A new online resource is being created for historians of anthropology in Australia, with special emphasis on the network of Baldwin Spencer and F. J. Gillen, whose research was done in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. Some features are a bibliography of Spencer and Gillen's works, information about the
various Spencer and Gillen collections held in various cultural institutions, and so on.

Information regarding the project can be found here:

http://spencerandgillen.org

The National Library of Australia maintains a website that permits access to information about cross-cultural encounters in the Pacific in the latter half of the eighteenth century. Users of the website gain access to such records as indigenous histories:

http://www.jcu.edu.au/aff/history/southseas/

CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT

Cheiron (The international Society for the History of the Behavioral and Social Sciences) and ISHN (The international Society for the History of the Neurosciences, First Joint Conference, June 16-19 / June 19-23, 2011) in Calgary / Banff (Canada).

Submissions for papers, posters, symposia/panels, or workshops are invited. The main conference will be from June 16-19 at the University of Calgary, while a post-conference retreat (with workshops) will be held at the Banff Centre for the Arts from June 19-23, in the Rocky Mountains. When submitting poster/paper abstracts and letters of intent for symposia/panels and workshops, please indicate whether you would also consider attending the Banff retreat and presenting at that venue (esp. posters and workshops).

Submissions may deal with any aspect of the history of the neurosciences, behavioral and social sciences, or historiographical and methodological issues. All submissions must be received by 5pm CST on February 1, 2011. Authors are strongly encouraged to send submissions electronically as attachments (.rtf, .doc, .txt); alternatively, you may mail three printed copies of your submission to one of the addresses below. A link to the detailed specifications for submissions for Paper, Poster and Symposia/Panels may be found at the conference website. Program submissions should be sent to one of the Program Chairs, Fredric Weizmann (weizmann@yorku.ca <mailto:weizmann@yorku.ca>) or Frank Stahnisch (fwstahni@ucalgary.ca <mailto:fwstahni@ucalgary.ca>),

Workshops: Please contact one of the program chairs, who will facilitate the exchange with the joint program committee.

For any further information (instructions for submissions, keynote speakers, venues, timeline, accommodation, please see the conference homepage at: http://www.ucalgary.ca/ISHN_Cheiron/ or either one of the societies’ homepages. Additional information can also be obtained from the local organizing committee (e.g. Dr. Hank Stam / stam@ucalgary.ca <mailto:stam@ucalgary.ca> and Dr. Andrew Bulloch / bulloch@ucalgary.ca <mailto:bulloch@ucalgary.ca>).
RECENT PhD DISSERTATIONS

Gänger, Stefanie. 2010 The Collecting and Study of Pre-Hispanic Remains in Peru and Chile, c. 1830s-1910s. University of Cambridge
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